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Putting the correction in context
Extreme investor optimism has been dealt a blow. But growth is still strong, inflation is still low,
and we believe the equity-market correction is likely to be short-lived.
Investor sentiment had been extremely
optimistic in recent months and
markets overbought, but that is no
longer the case. After last Thursday’s
near-4% decline, the S&P 500 is now
officially in correction territory, being
down by more than 10% from its record
high reached on 26 January. However,
in the midst of this kind of market
turbulence it’s particularly important to
take a step back and consider the
broader economic backdrop – growth is
still strong and inflation is still low.
Unemployment, personal income and
industrial production are running
stronger than their recent history. More
technically, we say that they are
accelerating away from the trend, and it
is this concept which forms the basis of
the best barometers of where we are in
the business cycle. Our model suggests
the US economy is still solidly in the
expansion phase.
Complacency is more to blame
The recently reported stronger than
expected US wage growth (2.9%) is
getting the blame as the trigger for the
selling – markets were spooked by
speculation that the Federal Reserve
(Fed) would raise interest rates faster
than previously expected. But markets
were overdue a correction, with
valuations becoming stretched through
successive record highs over the course
of 2017 and into January. Wage figures
appear to have been merely the trigger.
Prior to this correction, volatility was
both at record lows and well below
where macro-economic and market
indicators implied it should be. The
sudden return of volatility appears

likely to have exacerbated the selling,
especially as a result of heavy losses
among popular exchange-traded
products designed for investors betting
on continued calm. As these and similar
bets continue to be unwound, the period
of exceptionally low volatility is
probably now behind us.

prices are beyond the control of any
central bank (at least one operating in
an open economy) and costs relating to
housing can take an awfully long time to
adjust. When we strip out these three
sectors, consumer price inflation is
running at a paltry 0.7% – worryingly
low, not worryingly high.

Our simple macro model signalled a
pickup in wage growth had been on the
cards for a while. Indeed it tells us it
could go higher, but it is important not
to invent a strong relationship between
wage inflation, price inflation and
interest rate policy which simply isn’t
there. The correlation between wages
and inflation has been exceptionally
weak, and the response of wages to low
unemployment in the US has been tepid
at best (see more on this relationship in
our recent research report on inflation,
Under pressure?). Policymakers at the
Fed have expressed more and more
scepticism about the pass-through from
wages to inflation. The surprise
acceleration in wage growth wasn’t
broad based either. Production and less
senior staff didn’t enjoy the same up-lift
and the inflation-adjusted wages of
part-time workers – who account for
almost one in five of the workforce – are
falling. Wealthier earners are more
likely to save extra income and so don’t
present quite as much of an inflationary
threat. We believe wage growth would
have to shift up rather more
dramatically to cause the Fed to put a
squeeze on the business cycle this year.

Financial conditions suggest
caution, but recession is unlikely
While other economic growth indicators
have been robust, some indicators of
financial conditions have been sending
a different signal – not outright bearish,
but definitely rather less bullish. The
yield curve, which describes the yield
differential between various long and
short-dated US Treasuries, has
narrowed (‘flattened’ in market
parlance). The narrowing in this proxy
for the gap between return on capital
and the cost of capital suggests slower
growth ahead. The same is true for
other monetary and credit indicators.

The Fed has a mandate to maintain
stable price inflation, and is most likely
to respond to prices that it can actually
do something about. Energy and food

The yield curve and other monetary and
credit indicators give a much longer
‘lead’ on economic activity than the
strong survey evidence, such as
purchasing managers indices. And this
is one of the reasons we cited for being
neutral on equities at the end of last
year, prior to the recent correction.
Still, these indicators never suggested a
recession was on the cards this year,
and bear markets don’t tend to come
without recessions. In fact, the yield
curve has also stopped flattening, with
10-year yields rising 0.2 percentage
points relative to 2-year yields
(significant in this context) in the past
week. That’s a good sign.
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We’re confident that macroeconomic
conditions will support equity market
returns this year, but we are very
conscious that the structure of US firms
may have made them more sensitive to
higher interest rates. There has been a
dramatic rise in corporate borrowing:
the median leverage of firms listed in
the S&P 500 index is almost as high as
it has ever been over the last 30 years.
For over 5% of S&P 500 firms, earnings
before interest and taxes have been less
than their interest payments for more
than two consecutive years. While 5%
may not seem a lot, it is abnormal for it
to be that high during a period of
economic expansion. One of the
unfortunate side effects of the period of
extraordinary quantitative easing that
followed the global financial crisis – as
necessary as it was – is the creation of
an increasing number of such ‘zombie’
companies reliant on ultra-low interest
rates. This leaves little room for the Fed
to raise interest rates without pulling
the plug on their life support.

Complacency is the crucial factor
We believe this over-complacency is
probably the crucial factor in this
correction. Equity market corrections
greater than 10% are very rare during
the expansion phase of the business
cycle. The underlying economic data
suggests that this time shouldn’t be any
different. Of course, rising monetary
policy is going to be difficult for markets
to digest, given higher leverage and
zombification. But we don’t see a real
squeeze coming this year and if this
correction has helped remove some
complacency that may be a good thing.

Another factor contributing to our more
cautious stance heading into the new
year was a deterioration in earnings
revisions and breadth. But 80% of US
companies have beaten their fourth
quarter earnings expectations, and
earnings revisions and breadth in the
US have shot out the lights in January
as tax breaks recently passed into law
made their way into forecasts. Still, we
take analysts’ upgrades with more than
the usual pinch of salt, noting the lack of
dispersion in their forecasts – they’re all
going up. This is another sign that too
much complacency may have crept in.
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Important information
This document and the information within it does
not constitute investment research or a research
recommendation. Forecasts of future performance
are not a reliable indicator of future performance.
The above information represents the current
and historic views of Rathbones’ strategic asset
allocation committee in terms of weighting of asset
classes, and should not be classed as research, a
prediction or projection of market conditions or
returns, or of guidance to investors on structuring
their investments.
The opinions expressed and models provided
within this document and the statements made are,
due to the dynamic nature of the items discussed,
valid only at the point of being published and are
subject to change without notice, and their accuracy
and completeness cannot be guaranteed.
Figures shown above may be subject to
rounding for illustrative purposes, and such
rounding could have a material effect on asset
weightings in the event that the proportions above
were replicated by a potential investor.
Nothing in this document should be construed
as a recommendation to purchase any product or
service from any provider, shares or funds in any
particular asset class or weighting, and you should
always take appropriate independent advice from a
professional, who has made an evaluation, at the
point of investing.
The value of investments and the income
generated by them can go down as well as up, as can
the relative value and yields of different asset
classes. Emerging or less mature markets or regimes
may be volatile and subject to significant political
and economic change. Hedge funds and other
investment classes may not be subject to regulation
or the protections afforded by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) or the Prudential Regulation
Authority (PRA) regulatory regimes.
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The asset allocation strategies included are
provided as an indication of the benefits of strategic
asset allocation and diversification in constructing a
portfolio of investments, without provision of any
views in terms of stock selection or fund selection.
Changes to the basis of taxation or currency
exchange rates, and the effects they may have on
investments are not taken into account. The process
of strategic asset allocation should underpin a
subsequent stock selection process. Rathbones
produces these strategies as guidance to its
investment managers in the construction of client
portfolios, which the investment managers combine
with the specific circumstances, needs and
objectives of their client, and will vary the asset
allocation accordingly to provide a bespoke asset
allocation for that client.
The asset allocation strategies included should
not be regarded as a benchmark or measure of
performance for any client portfolio. Rathbones will
not, by virtue of distribution of this document, be
responsible to any person for providing the
protections afforded to clients for advising on any
investment, strategy or scheme of investments.
Neither Rathbones nor any associated company,
director, representative or employee accepts any
liability whatsoever for errors of fact, errors or
differences of opinion or for forecasts or estimates
or for any direct or consequential loss arising from
the use of or reliance on information contained in
this document, provided that nothing in this
document shall exclude or restrict any duty or
liability which Rathbones may have to its clients
under the rules of FCA or the PRA.
We are covered by the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme (FSCS). The FSCS can pay
compensation to investors if a bank is unable to
meet its financial obligations. For further
information (including the amounts covered and the
eligibility to claim) please refer to the FSC website

www.fscs.org.uk or call 020 7892 7300 or 0800 678
1100.
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